
The Leadership Forum has been a hallmark of YHSA since its inception. This program has
brought many community leaders and inspirational speakers to the school this year to share
important lessons with the eager students. The students have been extremely privileged to hear
from so many experienced leaders and speakers.

Mazel Tov to two members of the first graduating class of YHSA!

Marriage of Sammy Kaye to Tami  
Berman of Queens, NY/ Givat Shmuel 

Engagement of Avi Rosengard to 
Julia Zeldovich  

May they merit to build a Bayis Ne'eman 
B'Yisroel!

LEADERSHIP FORUM

VENTURING 

Mr. Goeff Harris, Senior Vice
President of CBRE, spoke about
leadership and motivation.

Rabbi Mordechai Kaminetsky,
Rosh Yeshiva of South Shore
Yeshiva, NY, spoke about how his
father, Rabbi Binyamin Kaminetzky,
inspired so many people.

Rabbi Menachem Nissel, beloved
speaker from Israel, shared 
inspirational ideas about davening.

Rabbi Dovid Nojowitz, Executive
Director of Torah Umesorah, 
spoke about the importance of
learning Torah.

ALUMNI UPDATE

YHSA BIKEATHON
3 STUDENTS RISE TO THE 67 MILE
CHALLENGE!

Knowing that the possibility of a new
building was on the horizon, students
focused on their rides and on reaching
their goals for the building fund.
Remarkably, three students trained and
rode in the Expert Ride, a total of 67
miles.

BEN KIKIROV, AZRIEL SCHLANGER, ARI PANTILIAT AND AVICHAI
ALMOSLINO WITH RABBI SEMEL AT A YHSA GET-TOGETHER 
IN ISRAEL.

SAMMY KAYE WITH 
RABBI SEMEL

YHSA has partnered with Venturing, a program of Boy Scouts
of America designed to teach teenagers leadership, organiza-
tional and team building skills by planning and executing their
own adventures. A student council has been elected and the
students already planned and executed an overnight camping
trip near Flagstaff, pitched tents, cooked their own meals,
climbed a challenging rope course, and leaned how to work
together as a team. The students have already begun working
together to raise funds and plan their next adventure.

“We were tired, our legs
were stiff, we were hungry
and weak, but we felt
amazing – like a million
bucks!”

- 3 STUDENTS WHO
COMPLETED THE

67 MILE CHALLENGE

INFORMED KOSHER 
CONSUMER SERIES

Rabbi Yisroel Isaacs, Rabbinic
Administrator for the Phoenix
Vaad Hakashrus, and Rabbi Eli
Putney, Rabbinic
Administrator for the Star-K,
joined the Yeshiva for a two-
part series designed to 
educate the bochurim about
various topics pertaining to

institutional kashrus, kosher food 
service, and hechsher recognition.

STUDENTS WITH MR. IRWIN PASTERNACK, CHAIRMAN OF THE BUILDING COMMITTEE
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Perseverance, diligence, and the great feeling of accomplishment
can be discerned in the bustle of Torah study during the last

week of Yeshiva High School. 

Students are pushing themselves to their limits to review and 
master the entire Bekius Masechta they studied this year. After 
the final test on Tuesday morning, they will celebrate this 
accomplishment along with the rest of their academic 
achievements with a Siyum Dinner. Mazel Tov!

BUILDING UPDATE
With the excitement building in the past few months,
the bochurim would often go to the Yeshiva’s new
property to monitor the progress of their new building.
Contact the Yeshiva today for your own tour!

STUDENTS VISITING THE NEW BUILDING SITE

FATHER’S DAY
LEARNING IN
YESHIVA



GUIDANCE COUNSELOR
Judge Jeremy Rovinsky served as the
Yeshiva’s Guidance Counselor. He met
with, counseled, and advised the stu-
dents on a variety of personal and
academic goals as well as leading a
panel discussion with parents and stu-
dents for college preparedness.

CHEMISTRY
Mr. Ari Parkhurst taught the standard
curriculum, and then led students on
on ambitious self-chosen projects.
11th grade Honors class mastered
redox-reactions.

ECONOMICS
The boys learned to apply statistics to
micro-economics with Mr. Ari
Parkhurst. Their pinnacle achievement
was a report explaining the causes
and effects of the Great Recession.

GEOMETRY
The coursework for this class with Mr.
Darren Schwartz was an honors level
curriculum.

U.S. GOVERNMENT
Judge Jeremy Rovinsky’s class com-
pleted the entire “We the People”
textbook. 

ENGLISH LITERATURE
Students completed a mythology unit
with Mr. Scott Weeks, culminating in a
research paper. 11th and 12th 
grade students learned to identity
propaganda techniques, bias, and
errors in logic.

Mr. Eric Pawlak’s 10th grade class
worked on using the 6 traits of writ-
ing, and developed a more extensive
vocabulary that will prepare them for
their upcoming ACT and SAT testing.

AMERICAN HISTORY
Mr. Josh Schimel’s class studied peri-
ods of tremendous upheaval includ-
ing the Revolution, Civil War, Civil
Rights Movement and the Vietnam
War.

WORLD HISTORY
A highlight of Mr. Eric Pawlak’s class
was when each student researched a
country and presented their findings
to the class.

ALGEBRA II
Ms. Joyce Cone’s students worked
hard to learn exponential equations,
rational expressions and equations. 

SENIOR COLLEGE CREDITS
Seniors obtained college credits by
taking math and entrepreneurship
courses online through Rio Salado
College.

PROGRAMMING COURSE 
Mr. Mark Einhorn taught students
programming using JavaScript.

CLASS TRIP WITH MR. JOSH SCHIMEL TO MR. NEIL BROOKS' ABBY LEE FARMS

GENERAL STUDIES

TORAH STUDIES
GEMARA IYUN/BEKIUS
All grades learned Maseches Kiddushin
in depth. In Bekius, classes were tested
on the entire Maseches Taanis and
Sotah.

MESILA
A new class, the Mesila Financial Literacy
Course, was introduced in Yeshiva this
year for the 11th and 12th grades. Taught
by Rabbi Wohlgelernter, students were
introduced to the world of money and
management, with the goal of under-
standing financial stability and the
Torah's hashkafa with regards to spend-
ing and finances. 

HILCHOS SHABBOS CURRICULUM
Hilchos Shabbos curriculum continued
this year through a study of laws of
Shabbos and practical applications.

NAVI
9th graders studied Yehoshua and
Shoftim with Rabbi Semel. Rabbi
Blotner’s 10th grade class studied
Shmuel. 11th and 12th graders studied
Sefer Melachim with Rabbi Bronsteyn.  

HEBREW
LANGUAGE
In Hebrew
Language with
Rabbi Goetz, the
bochurim
focused on
vocabulary,
grammar, and
Yedios Klaliyos.

JEWISH PHILOSOPHY 
Rabbi Ephraim Leviyev’s class covered a
unit on the Torah’s view of interpersonal
relationships.

PARSHA 
Rabbi Moshe Goldberg's class discussed
the weekly Parsha.

BIUR TEFILLAH 
Every morning after Shacharis, Rabbi
Goetz taught Biur Tefilah.

NESIVOS SHALOM
This Mussar/Chasidus chaburah with
Rabbi Shoshan inspires the class to con-
sider every one of life's decisions
through the lens of Avodas
Hashem/Divine Service.



CELEBRATING AFTER MEMORIZING 
A SECTION OF GEMARA

SPECIALACTIVITIES

VOLLEYBALL AT
CRACKERJAX

FOOSBALL DURING A BREAK

YHSA students enjoy a wide variety of special activities. Outings help
develop life skills and are offered in recognition of achievements.
These activities are team building opportunities and are a bonding
experience between students and teachers.

“
IN THECOMMUNITY We strive to provide our students with opportunities to learn the

importance of community and to put into practice the middos they
are developing. 

I’ve worked with youth for almost 
30 years in my capacity with Boy
Scouts of America, and I have 
never seen a group like this, so 
committed to the tenets of 
teamwork and trust, and so 
determined to succeed. I take 
my hat off to a great group of 
young men.”

-COLONEL GARY VAUGHAN, 
DELTA AIRLINES CAPTAIN 

AND DISTRICT CHAIRMAN OF THE
BSA GRAND CANYON COUNCIL.“It has been my

pleasure to work
with these students
as they grow into
young men and
accept the challenge
of education while
growing in their
faith.”

- JOYCE CONE, 
YHSA TEACHER 

TOP GOLF

CHANUKAH
CELEBRATION
AT THE HOME
OF MR. AND
MRS. SHAYA
SCHIMEL 

JACKPOT RANCH
SHABBATON WITH
REBBEIM AND FAMILIES

BROOMBALL
AT ARCADIA

ICE RINK

SUKKAH BUILDING

BUILDING SHTENDERS IN
MR. DAVID STEINWAY’S

WOODWORKING CLASS

DEMO AT OHR HATORAH’S
NEW LOCATION

SAGUARO
LAKE


